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Abstract

Although deep learning has significantly facilitated the
progress of single image super-resolution (SISR) in recent
years, it still hits bottlenecks to further improve SR perfor-
mance with the continuous growth of model scale. There-
fore, one of the hotspots in the field is to construct efficient
SISR models by elevating the effectiveness of feature repre-
sentation. In this work, we present a straightforward and
generic approach for feature enhancement that can effec-
tively promote the performance of SR models, dubbed par-
tial channel shifting (PCS). Specifically, it is inspired by the
temporal shifting in video understanding and displaces part
of the channels along the spatial dimensions, thus allowing
the effective receptive field to be amplified and the feature
diversity to be augmented at almost zero cost. Also, it can
be assembled into off-the-shelf models as a plug-and-play
component for performance boosting without extra network
parameters and computational overhead. However, regu-
lating the features with PCS encounters some issues, like
shifting directions and amplitudes, proportions, patterns of
shifted channels, etc. We impose some technical constraints
on the issues to simplify the general channel shifting. Ex-
tensive and throughout experiments illustrate that the PCS
indeed enlarges the effective receptive field, augments the
feature diversity for efficiently enhancing SR recovery, and
can endow obvious performance gains to existing models.

1. Introduction
Single image super-resolution (SISR) is a long-standing

and challenging hotspot in the computer vision community,
to reconstruct a high-resolution (HR) image from one low-
resolution (LR) image. Since an LR image can be degraded
from an infinite number of HR images, it is substantially
a mathematically ill-posed inverse problem. Convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) [25, 24] have demonstrated sig-
nificant breakthroughs in recent years, by leveraging large-
scale datasets, a highly nonlinear mapping from LR and HR
image pairs is learned. As a pioneering contribution, Dong
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Figure 1: Representative shifting patterns of applying the PCS to
intermediate features, which show different spatial misalignments
that enhance the Effective Receptive Field (ERF) [34] and feature
diversity of the models. The pixels removed from the feature grids
are discarded outright, and the emptied grids are simply padded
with zeros to maintain the grid structure. These misalignments are
conducive to expanding the local association among intermediate
features while maintaining spatial integrity.

et al. [7] draw lessons from sparse representation [51, 52]
and propose a super-resolution convolutional neural net-
work (SRCNN) to learn an end-to-end nonlinear mapping
from LR to HR images. This model is further extended from
the perspectives of sparse coding [48], increasing network
depth [20] and sharing parameters [21, 42], etc. Although
these models are capable of reconstructing high-fidelity SR
results, their achievements rely immensely on the upscaling
of the model scale, including network parameters, depth,
and subtle topologies. For instance, EDSR [30] maintains
more than 43M network parameters and about 70 layers of
network depth. While RCAN [58] facilitates the effective-
ness of feature representation via attention mechanism [14]
and reduces the parameters to ∼16M, it reaches over 400
layers of depth and significantly lengthens the time of in-
ference. However, simply increasing the model scale also
hits the bottleneck of performance improvement, and it is
difficult to elevate the utilization efficiency of network as-
sets. Moreover, model training also suffers from the in-
tractable holdback of information weakening as the model
scale continues to grow. Therefore, a promising compro-
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mise can probably be to promote the effectiveness of inter-
mediate features, just like RCAN [58], which is intuitively
helpful for further improving the upper bound of SR perfor-
mance and developing lightweight SR models suitable for
real-world scenarios.

At present, the measures to enhance the effectiveness of
features mainly include feature fusion [16, 2, 60], wide ac-
tivation [40, 53], gating mechanism [14, 58, 61] and non-
locality [46, 59, 6]. The most commonly-used trick may
be the attention mechanism [14] that adjusts the feature re-
sponses towards the most informative and important com-
ponents of the inputs. The SR community has fully em-
braced this approach and extended it in various innovative
ways [15, 59, 39, 38, 3]. The ideas of these methods mainly
focus on adapting the channel-wise attention to other di-
mensions, such as spatial-wise or layer-wise attention, or
exploring the interaction of the attention mechanism [14] in
different dimensions. To accelerate model inference, it can
also be improved from the perspective of sparse representa-
tion [51, 52]. Transformer [44] is a more advanced archi-
tecture based on the self-attention mechanism, and has re-
cently been adopted for the tasks of low-level computer vi-
sion [29] and made remarkable success. Although these ap-
proaches have made great progress in improving the effec-
tiveness of features, they always introduce extra cost (e.g.,
network depth or parameters) compared with the bench-
mark and compromise with the loss of efficiency.

Both enlarging the scale of SR models and enhancing
the effectiveness of intermediate features aim to achieve
more accurate nonlinear inference for SR tasks, neverthe-
less, they are usually accompanied by additional overheads.
Different from these two manners, we expect to improve
the nonlinear inference of SR models with zero cost by en-
larging the receptive field of local mapping and increasing
the diversity of hierarchical features, which is simply imple-
mented by a generic operation termed partial channel shift-
ing (PCS). Specifically, it displaces a part of the feature
channels along two spatial dimensions (H and W ), so that
the originally aligned features present certain dislocation in
spatial dimensions, as shown in Fig. 1. The elements re-
moved from the feature grids are directly discarded, while
the emptied grids are simply padded with zeros. However,
naive shifting suffers from the problem of infinite enumera-
tion, such as shifting directions and magnitudes, the propor-
tions of the shifted channels, and the combinational patterns
of unshifted and shifted channels, etc. Therefore, we further
investigate some technical constraints of these issues to sim-
plify the application of naive shifting, which results in four
PCS patterns as illustrated in Fig. 1. Our benchmark ex-
periments demonstrate the synergistic effect of the PCS on
existing SR models. We also use analytical tools [34, 9] to

Note we refer to channel shifting as shifting feature maps on different
channels along their spatial dimensions, which is different from [13].

illustrate the role of PCS in enhancing feature effectiveness.
In summary, the main contributions of this work include:
(1) We propose a simple and effective method of fea-

ture enhancement for SISR models, termed as PCS,
which avails amplifying the Effective Receptive Fields
(ERFs) [34] and augmenting the feature diversity with-
out extra parameters and computational overhead.

(2) We discuss several technical constraints to mitigate the
problem of infinite enumeration, which streamlines the
naive shifting and finally distills the state space down
to four representative patterns for channel shifting.

(3) The benefits of the PCS for model inference and fea-
ture enhancement is experimentally analyzed and ver-
ified with the assistance of Effective Receptive Fields
(ERFs) and Local Attribution Maps (LAM) [9].

(4) The benchmark experiments that apply the PCS to off-
the-shelf SISR models, including typical lightweight
and large-scale ones, provide strong evidence of its ef-
fectiveness in promoting SR performance.

2. Related Work
2.1. CNN-based SISR Methods

High-Fidelity Models Since Dong et al. put forward the
first CNN-based SR model [7], various deep SR models
have emerged in the literature. The improvements based on
the pioneering work mainly focused on increasing network
depth [20, 43] and sharing network parameters [21, 42]. Al-
though the latter can prevent the expansion of model scale,
it can not effectively reduce the computational burden due
to the recursive computation. An obvious boost in SR fi-
delity comes from EDSR [30], a CNN model based on mod-
ularized residual learning [10, 11], which increases the net-
work depth to nearly 70 layers and parameters up to 43M.
This hits the scale bottleneck of general image SR and re-
searchers turn to more effective network topologies, such as
RDN [60], RCAN [58], HAN [39], IGNN [63], SAN [6],
and NLSN [38], etc. Although these large-scale models
show performance improvements with parameter decrease,
they also pay expenses for, e.g., network depth, global com-
putation, and attention mechanism, which lead to the de-
cline in the efficiency of model inference.
High-Efficiency Models Apart from the difficulty in fur-
ther expanding the model scale to improve the SR perfor-
mance of large-scale models, it is also intractable to deploy
them in practical scenarios. Lightweight SR methods with
high-efficiency feature representation are studied and pro-
posed to ease this problem [2, 26, 18, 27, 35, 23, 50]. These
approaches are mainly designed to elevate the compromise
between SR performance and model overhead, which is
closely related to the effectiveness of feature representa-
tion. However, they typically suffer from a limited recep-
tive field due to the locality of convolution operations. This
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(a) DRRN [42] with PCS.
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(b) EDSR [30] with PCS.
Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the PCS applied to the existing SR models. (a) DRRN [42] is a representative lightweight model with
recursive structure, while (b) EDSR [30] is a typical largescale model with modularized residual learning. For EDSR [30], the PCS is
embedded into each residual block for periodic feature enhancement. Please note that our PCS does not introduce extra parameters and
computation other than negligible overhead for data movement.
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Figure 3: The receptive field is plausibly extended through shifting
a part of channels. Left: The spatially aligned features provide a
regular 3 × 3 receptive field for 3 × 3 conv kernels; Right: The
conv kernels “see” a larger range via staggered feature maps.

issue can be relieved via applying various techniques like
non-locality [59, 32, 38, 6] and feature fusion [16, 2, 60],
whereas they usually prioritize global long-range compu-
tation at the expense of efficiency, and easily perturb the
correlation between pixels in local receptive field [32].

2.2. Feature Shifting

Designing compact models with reduced parameters and
lower computational complexity is a long-standing issue in
the computer vision and deep learning communities. Differ-
ent from the common-used convolutions (including depth-
wise separable [5] and pointwise group [57] convolutions),
feature shifting [49] aims to sidestep extra parameters and
computation entirely, therefore surpassing the sophisticated
designs like gating mechanism [14, 58, 61] in terms of im-
proving the tradeoff between efficiency and performance. It
has been instantiated as Temporal Shift Module (TSM) [31],
ShiftNet [49], and AddressNet [13] for various high-level
vision tasks. However, it is rarely used for low-level visual
tasks that require accurate and intensive prediction, such
as image SR. In this work, we simplify the generic feature
shifting by imposing constraints to pace it in SR tasks.

3. Partial Channel Shifting
3.1. Intuition

The receptive field contributes to the effectiveness of the
local mapping of neural networks by providing available in-
formation within a local range. Generally, a larger receptive
field indicates a more accurate local mapping, which can be
confirmed by the usual settings of training SR models with
image patches of different sizes [29, 8]. Shifting a part of
feature channels favors the subsequent mapping to extract
information from a larger spatial range, as demonstrated in

Fig. 3. We will experimentally show that the effective re-
ceptive field can be directly affected by channel shifting,
which defers common sense.

On the other hand, the augmented receptive field counts
for the final prediction by combining multiple regular recep-
tive fields induced by channel shifting. This indicates that
the shifting operation can serve as an approach of feature
augmentation, which is critical for low-level vision tasks
like image SR, as it provides diversified input for subse-
quent inference. In Sec. 4.4, we also experimentally verify
that more spatial information is explored via displacing a
part of feature channels when reconstructing the same tar-
get area of an HR image.

3.2. Holdbacks to Shift Low-Level Features

Spatial Locality Images usually show spatial locality in
structure: image pixels are closely related to their neigh-
bors, while they are weakly connected to those far away. If
features are shifted with large magnitudes, it may harm the
spatial locality of the image and lead to severe performance
degradation of pixel-wise recovery, which is undesirable in
low-level vision tasks (e.g., image SR). — H1

Boundary Information As previously mentioned, the shift
operation directly truncates the elements removed from the
feature grids, while the emptied grids are simply padded
with zeros, which is mainly in consideration of efficiency
and convenience of implementation. However, simple trun-
cation and zero-padding can lead to the loss of important
boundary information in partial channels. Intuitively, it is
unfavorable for pixel-level recovery tasks that demand high
levels of accuracy and dense prediction. — H2

Data Movement Channel shifting requires moving the data
of partial channels along feature grids. Although moving
feature data is hardware friendly, it still hinders the efficient
inference of deep models, especially for image SR which
requires upscaling input LR images and a large amount of
data movement. Except for the simple and efficient trunca-
tion and zero-filling, the inference efficiency for SR models
with channel shifting needs further consideration. — H3

Infinite Enumeration Problem Despite the shift being
only performed on a subset of channels, it still exhibits a
huge state space. Consider a feature x with the size of H ×
W×C, where H and W denote spatial dimensions and C is
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the number of channels. If the shifting operation on spatial
dimensions is directional, it gives [(2H +1)× (2W +1)]C

possible shifts. It approaches an infinite enumeration to ex-
haustively search over this state space for the optimal shift.
Besides, it is hard to determine the optimal permutation of
shifted and unshifted channels. Also, it cannot be directly
learned from model training as permutation operations are
always discrete and intricate to optimize [19, 49]. — H4

The above problems demonstrate that it is intractable to
directly apply channel shifting, which is extensively proven
to be effective in high-level visual tasks, to image SR.

3.3. Constrained Channel Shifting

3.3.1 Formulation

Given a intermediate feature x ∈ RH×W×C , the operation
for channel shifting is defined as:

x̃ = Sc(x,π), (1)

where Sc(·) denotes the operation of channel shifting, and x̃
represents the result feature with the same shape as x due to
truncation and zero-padding. π indicates a shifting pattern
for the entire feature x, which is a tuple of length C:

π = {π1,π2, . . . ,πC}. (2)

If we rewrite x as [x1,x2, . . . ,xC ], where xk(1 ≤ k ≤ C)
denotes the k-th channel of x, then πk implies the shifting
pattern for channel xk. Considering two spatial dimensions
and their shifting magnitudes, πk can be a bivariate tuple:

πk = {hk, wk}, 1 ≤ k ≤ C, (3)

where hk and wk denote the movement magnitudes in H
and W directions, respectively, and satisfy −H ≤ hk ≤ H
and −W ≤ wk ≤ W , where the sign indicates the direction
of movement. In this way, the subsequent inference will
take x̃ as the input to obtain plausibly enhanced receptive
field and augmented feature diversity.

3.3.2 Constraints

We have to limit the state space via restraining π, accord-
ing to H4. Nevertheless, more details need to be explicitly
highlighted with the consideration of H1 ∼ H4 discussed in
Sec. 3.2. To this end, we need to make decisions regarding
the following three aspects:
Shifting Magnitude: It can be seen from Eqn.(3) that there
are (2H + 1)× (2W + 1) possible shifts for a feature map
of a single channel without any restrictions (including hk =
wk = 0). We set a threshold, Tm, for shifting magnitude
to reduce the possible shifts on a single channel, where 0 <
Tm < H and 0 < Tm < W . Thus πk can be rewritten as:

πk = {hk, wk}, |hk| < Tm, |wk| < Tm, (4)

where 1 ≤ k ≤ C. Eqn.(4) produces (2Tm + 1)2 feasible
πk and lessens the state space for a single channel by a large
margin if Tm ≪ H and Tm ≪ W . More importantly, it
can effectively counteract the potentially detrimental effects
of channel shifting on spatial locality (H1).
Shifted Channels: For efficiency reasons, shifting all chan-
nels of an intermediate feature is not recommended. There-
fore, we also limit the number of shifted channels through
a threshold Tc, where 0 < Tc < C. To better describe
shifting partial channels when C varies, we define the chan-
nel shifting ratio as γ = N/C, where N ≤ Tc denotes
the number of shifted channels for C-channel features. Tc

and γ also assist in mitigating the loss of boundary infor-
mation by retaining the boundaries (H2) in unshifted chan-
nels. Since γ < 1, the method is termed as partial channel
shifting (PCS). The set of the indexes indicating the shifted
channels is denoted as I = {1, 2, . . . , N}.
Permutation: The next important issue is to determine
the permutation for shifted and unshifted channels. Un-
like [49] which introduces extra parameters to learn the op-
timal permutation in an end-to-end manner, we do not ex-
pect our PCS to have additional overhead, and so we decide
it by simple heuristics. Although the permutation seems
to have impacts on model performance as different chan-
nels learn different features, our experiments show a coun-
terintuitively random effect of permutation on model per-
formance. Taking spatial locality (H1) and data movement
(H3) into account, we do a very extreme simplification of
the permutation: all shifted channels are grouped and only
the permutations of these groups are considered, as shown
in Fig. 4. For instance, the simplest permutation can be that
all shifted channels are assembled together and centered:

π = {
(C−N)/2︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . , 0 ,

N︷ ︸︸ ︷
π̂1, . . . , π̂k, . . . , π̂N ,

(C−N)/2︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . , 0}, (5)

where 0 denotes the unshifted channels or the shifting mag-
nitudes (hk and wk in Eqn.(3)) are equal to 0, and π̂k is the
channel with hk ̸= 0 and/or wk ̸= 0. Despite the simple
settlement for the permutation, it still exhibits observable
performance improvements for SR tasks.

3.4. Application to Existing SR Models

To confirm the effectiveness of our PCS in enhancing the
low-level features, we directly apply it to two off-the-shelf
SR models, i.e., DRRN [42] and EDSR [30]. Although their
performance is not currently optimal, they are representa-
tive of the SR community: the former is a lightweight SR
model with recursive structure and the latter is a largescale
model with modularized residual learning [10]. The PCS is
embedded in the front of the typical local mapping of both
models for feature enhancement, as illustrated in Fig. 2. We
also supplement the experiments with the lightweight ver-
sion of EDSR [30], which has only ∼3.48% parameters of
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Figure 4: Permutation: shifted channels are simply clustered into
g groups. However, we only consider the simplified permutations
of these groups, since we find that more complex permutations do
not necessarily result in noticeable performance gains, but signifi-
cantly degrade the efficiency of the model.

the largescale version. It is worth noting that, except for
the negligible overhead caused by data movement, our PCS
does not exert extra parameters or computational burden on
these models, nor does it change their network topologies.

To verify the generality of PCS, in the supplemen-
tary material, we apply PCS on the recent state-of-the-
art lightweight and largescale SISR models, including
RFDN [33], BSRN [28], VAPSR [62], OISR [12], SAN [6]
and NLSN [38], with also impressive gains of performance.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets and Metrics

Following [58, 30, 60], we use 800 training images from
DIV2K [1] as the training dataset and 5 standard benchmark
datasets: Set5 [4], Set14 [54], B100 [36], Urban100 [17]
and Manga109 [37] for testing. They comply with the most
extensive experimental paradigm and are consistent with the
benchmark models. For quantitative assessment, the recon-
structed results are measured with PSNR and SSIM [47]
metrics on Y channel of the YCbCr color space.

4.2. Implementation and Training Details

During training, we randomly crop 48×48 patches from
the training examples and form a mini-batch of 16 images.
The training images are further augmented via horizontal
flipping and random rotation of 90, 180, and 270 degrees.
We optimize the model by ADAM optimizer [22] with β1 =
0.9, β2 = 0.99 and ϵ = 10−8. We adopt the common-used
L1 loss to guide model training. The learning rate is initially
set to 0.0001 for all layers and halved at every 200 epochs,
i.e., it decays in a piece-wise constant manner. We apply
a single non-learnable convolution to implement the partial
channel shifting, compared with the computational cost of
the model itself, its extra memory cost is negligible.

In the subsequent experiments, we retrain DRRN-based
models for 600 epochs and EDSR-based models for 1000
epochs. All our models are reimplemented using PyTorch
1.1 and retrained on NVIDIA TITAN-Xp GPUs.
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Figure 5: The compromise between typical shifting patterns with
EDSR(S, PCS) on Urban100 [17] (Tm = 2, SR×2). We use the
latency overhead of model training for comparison and the training
time of EDSR(S) as the benchmark. The total training time is re-
ported as the latency overhead when using the vanilla shift. Please
note that the octa-directional shift is unavailable for γ = 1/16,
since there are only 64× (1/16) = 4 shifted channels in this case.
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Figure 6: Optional probes of PCS embedded in the building block
of EDSR [30]. Intuitively, position 1 should be the best choice
as a building block corresponds to a local inference, which is also
consistent with our experimental results.

4.3. Ablation Study

Considering the holdbacks in Sec. 3.2, it is desirable to
explore feasible strategies to apply the lean PCS to image
SR tasks, which is capable of boosting SR performance at
zero cost except for minimal data movement. It differs from
previous work [49, 13, 31, 45, 55] that simply take PCS as
a trick of feature enhancement for their models.

4.3.1 Shift Patterns

As it is impossible to consider all the enumerations of H4,
and the receptive field is impacted by the shifting directions,
we analyze according to the shifting channel covering one,
two, four, and eight possible directions (W , H , and diago-
nals) in Table 1, so that the receptive field is expanded from
more directions in turn. The experimental results show that
shifting directions in specific spatial directions cause only a
small difference, and we conjuncture it depends mainly on
the distribution and texture of the target datasets, which also
demonstrates that moving more channels to cover more pos-
sible spatial directions doesn’t significantly affect the per-
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Table 1: The performance comparison of different channel shifting
covering various possible directions of augmenting the ERFs. The
model is tested on B100 [36] for SR×2, with Tm = 1 and γ =
1/8. +/− denote two opposite directions, and wh represents the
diagonal directions between W and H (PSNR).

w+ w− h+ h− w+h+ w−h− w+h− w−h+ B100 [36]
DRRN EDSR(S)

31.99 32.16
✓ 32.00 32.18

✓ 32.02 32.18
✓ 32.00 32.18

✓ 32.00 32.19
✓ 32.01 32.18

✓ 32.00 32.17
✓ 32.01 32.18

✓ 32.00 32.18
✓ ✓ 32.02 32.19

✓ ✓ 32.01 32.18
✓ ✓ 31.99 32.18

✓ ✓ 32.00 32.20
✓ ✓ 32.02 32.18
✓ ✓ 32.00 32.19

✓ ✓ 32.01 32.19
✓ ✓ 32.01 32.19

✓ ✓ 32.01 32.18
✓ ✓ 32.00 32.19

✓ ✓ 31.99 32.18
✓ ✓ 31.99 32.18

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 32.02 32.17
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 32.02 32.18

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 32.00 32.19

Table 2: PSNR comparison of channel permutation. Correspond-
ing to Fig. 4, we test the performance of DRRN(PCS) / EDSR(S,
PCS) with quad-directional shifts (|hk| = |wk| = 2, k ∈ I,
γ = 1/8) on B100 [36] ( SR×2).
g = 1 32.00 / 32.18 32.01/ 32.18 32.00 / 32.19
g = 2 31.99 / 32.20 31.99 / 32.19 31.99 / 32.19
g = 3 31.98 / 32.18 31.99 / 32.19 31.99 / 32.19
g = 4 31.99 / 32.18 32.00 / 32.19 31.99 / 32.19

Table 3: The probes of PCS (Fig. 6) show significant performance
differences tested on Urban100 [17] (SR×2).

Position - 1 2 3 4 5
PSNR 31.99 32.17 32.12 32.14 32.05 32.09

formance of the SR model. Therefore, we speculate that
more complex permutations on shifting directions are un-
likely to achieve significant performance gains.

Table 2 compares the simplified permutations of shifted
and unshifted channels, where we can not observe distinct
differences between these permutations. We thereby choose
the simplest permutation that all shifted channels are assem-
bled into g = 1 group and centered, for simplicity. As a
result, we utilize the approach depicted in Fig. 1 to manage
the shifting directions on the channel.

It seems that shifted channels covering more directions
contribute to increasing the performance of the model be-

cause they expand the ERFs to a greater extent. However,
we can observe the opposite of this intuition from Fig. 5,
i.e., the bi-directional shift covering only two directions
shows better SR performance than the octa-directional shift
covering eight directions, while the latter goes with more la-
tency overhead. The counterintuitive observation may im-
ply that more staggered displacement of channels is also
harmful to the spatial locality of the image.

4.3.2 Shifting Magnitude

The shifting magnitude of PCS should be limited within a
certain range according to H1 ∼ H3. We investigate several
magnitudes of a bi-directional shift with EDSR(S) [30], as
shown in Fig. 8(a). We can find that: (1) the PCS endows
obvious improvement on the performance of the SR model
regardless of the values of γ and Tm; (2) A magnitude of 2
can robustly improve the performance in our experimental
setup; (3) The further enlargement in the magnitude exerts
a random impact on the performance; (4) There is a high
probability that the model will be degraded if the magnitude
is very large (e.g., |hk| or |wk| = 8).

These observations demonstrate that: (1) When the mag-
nitude is small, the positive effect of increasing ERFs
is dominant, thereby improving the SR performance; (2)
Large magnitudes may destroy the spatial locality and
negate the positive impact of ERF enlargement; (3) The
problem of spatial locality and boundary information loss
becomes severe when the shifting magnitude is very large,
resulting in a loss of important contextual information and
leading to the degradation of model performance.

In summary, we set |hk| or |wk| = 2 as suggested in
Fig. 8(a) for the follow-up experiments.

4.3.3 Shifted Channels

We use bi-directional shift (|hk| = 2, |wk| = 0, k ∈ I)
to assess how shifted channel proportions affect the perfor-
mance of SR models. As shown in Fig. 8(b): the shifted
channel proportion doesn’t obviously impact the models,
especially for the very deep CNNs (e.g., EDSR(L)). Mean-
while, considering H3, we set γ as 1/16 for DRRN(PCS),
1/8 for EDSR(S, PCS) and 1/16 for EDSR(L, PCS).

4.3.4 Position of PCS in Residual Block

Possible positions of channel shifting embedded in the
residual block of EDSR in Fig. 6, which is a typical lo-
cal mapping of deep SR models. Our experiments in Ta-
ble 3 show that the best performance gains can be achieved
by embedding channel shifting at the very front of the lo-
cal mapping, which means the early feature shifting in the
Residual Connection is beneficial for the enhancement of
the SR model. Note that we do not consider the position
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Table 4: The comparison of quantitative results on benchmark datasets. † denotes the reimplementation of the model on DIV2K [1], and
∆ refers to the improvement by applying PCS.

Method Scale Params. Set5 [4] Set14 [54] B100 [36] Urban100 [17] Manga109 [37]
PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

DRRN [42]† 2 0.30M 37.76 0.9597 33.32 0.9151 31.99 0.8973 31.32 0.9199 37.86 0.9755
DRRN(PCS) 2 0.30M 37.81 0.9597 33.36 0.9155 32.04 0.8977 31.51 0.9216 38.08 0.9759

∆ +0.05 +0.0000 +0.04 +0.0004 +0.05 +0.0004 +0.19 +0.0017 +0.22 +0.0004
EDSR(S) [30] 2 1.37M 37.99 0.9604 33.59 0.9175 32.16 0.8994 31.98 0.9272 38.55 0.9769
EDSR(S, PCS) 2 1.37M 38.01 0.9605 33.60 0.9175 32.19 0.8997 32.17 0.9287 38.61 0.9770

∆ +0.02 +0.0001 +0.01 +0.0000 +0.03 +0.0003 +0.19 +0.0009 +0.06 +0.0001
EDSR(L) [30] 2 40.73M 38.11 0.9602 33.92 0.9195 32.32 0.9013 32.93 0.9351 39.10 0.9773
EDSR(L, PCS) 2 40.73M 38.24 0.9613 34.04 0.9209 32.36 0.9019 32.99 0.9361 39.24 0.9783

∆ +0.13 +0.0011 +0.12 +0.0004 +0.04 +0.0006 +0.06 +0.0010 +0.12 +0.0010

DRRN [42]† 3 0.30M 34.06 0.9246 30.06 0.8367 28.92 0.8003 27.61 0.8392 32.73 0.9392
DRRN(PCS) 3 0.30M 34.16 0.9252 30.10 0.8374 28.95 0.8008 27.70 0.8411 32.95 0.9405

∆ +0.10 +0.0006 +0.04 +0.0007 +0.03 +0.0005 +0.03 +0.0019 +0.22 +0.0013
EDSR(S) [30] 3 1.55M 34.37 0.9270 30.28 0.8418 29.09 0.8052 28.15 0.8527 33.45 0.9439
EDSR(S, PCS) 3 1.55M 34.41 0.9272 30.33 0.8424 29.11 0.8055 28.23 0.8541 33.59 0.9448

∆ +0.04 +0.0002 +0.05 +0.0006 +0.02 +0.0003 +0.08 +0.0014 +0.14 +0.0009
EDSR(L) [30] 3 43.68M 34.65 0.9280 30.52 0.8462 29.25 0.8093 28.80 0.8653 34.17 0.9476
EDSR(L, PCS) 3 43.68M 34.76 0.9299 30.56 0.8469 29.28 0.8101 28.88 0.8672 34.21 0.9489

∆ +0.11 +0.0019 +0.04 +0.0007 +0.03 +0.0008 +0.08 +0.0019 +0.04 +0.0013

DRRN [42]† 4 0.30M 31.81 0.8904 28.34 0.7756 27.39 0.7295 25.58 0.7680 29.65 0.8978
DRRN(PCS) 4 0.30M 31.96 0.8921 28.38 0.7769 27.42 0.7307 25.65 0.7707 29.86 0.9007

∆ +0.15 +0.0017 +0.04 +0.0013 +0.03 +0.0012 +0.07 +0.0027 +0.21 +0.0029
EDSR(S) [30] 4 1.52M 32.09 0.8938 28.58 0.7813 27.57 0.7357 26.04 0.7849 30.35 0.9067
EDSR(S, PCS) 4 1.52M 32.20 0.8949 28.61 0.7826 27.58 0.7361 26.13 0.7881 30.51 0.9087

∆ +0.11 +0.0011 +0.03 +0.0013 +0.01 +0.0004 +0.09 +0.0032 +0.16 +0.0010
EDSR(L) [30] 4 43.10M 32.46 0.8968 28.80 0.7876 27.71 0.7420 26.64 0.8033 31.02 0.9148
EDSR(L, PCS) 4 43.10M 32.51 0.8989 28.83 0.7881 27.72 0.7423 26.69 0.8053 31.10 0.9167

∆ +0.05 +0.0021 +0.03 +0.0005 +0.01 +0.0003 +0.05 +0.0020 +0.08 +0.0019

before the identity connection, as it is not conducive to pro-
tecting the complete structure of the feature. As identity
mapping can effectively avoid the disturbance of H2, we
thus conjuncture that the subsequent nonlinear mapping of
the channel shifting should be sufficient and compatible to
complement the identity mapping effectively.
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Figure 7: PSNR improvement by the enhancements of PCS on
EDSR+, from left to right are SR (×2,×3,×4) respectively.

4.4. Analyses of ERFs and LAMs

The Effective Receptive Field [34] (ERFs) measure the
actual receptive field for CNNs. As Fig. 9 demonstrates that
when applying bi-directional shift, PCS-enhanced methods
bring obvious enlargement to the ERFs.

We also apply Local Attribution Maps (LAM) [9] to ex-
amine the involved range of utilized information for the re-

construction of a target area. Fig. 10 illustrates that the PCS-
enhanced models activate more spatial information along
the shifting directions, while ensuring that local textures are
consistent with the direction of channel shifting.

4.5. Benchmark results

The DRRN [42]† is with 1 recursive block, in which 9
residual units are stacked with 128 filters. A bi-directional
shift operation with |hk| = 2, |wk| = 0, k ∈ I, and γ =
1/16 is inserted in the residual unit to form DRRN(PCS), as
shown in Fig. 2(a). For EDSR [30], both the small EDSR(S)
and large EDSR(L) comply with the original settings of net-
work topology, upon which we built EDSR(S, PCS) and
EDSR(L, PCS) by simply inserting a bi-directional shift
into each residual block as shown in Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 6,
with |hk| = 2, |wk| = 0, k ∈ I, and γ = 1/8 for EDSR(S,
PCS) and γ = 1/16 for EDSR(L, PCS).

The quantitative results on ×2, ×3 and ×4 upscaling
tasks are shown in Table 4. Following [30], we apply the ge-
ometric self-ensemble strategy to improve the performance,
which is denoted as +, and Fig. 7 shows the PSNR improve-
ment by the enhancements of PCS, and the maximum is
0.18 dB. Notably, smaller-scale models exhibit more notice-
able improvements. The visual comparisons of SR results
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are in Fig. 11 and the supplementary material. Qualitative
and quantitative results show that PCS is adept at handling
highly self-similar patterns. Meanwhile, Fig. 8(c) shows the
PCS-enhanced methods perform better with bigger training
patches, and in Fig. 8(d), the PCS methods converge faster
than non-PCS methods, with also obvious improvements.
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Figure 8: Ablation study on different settings of PCS, and the re-
sults are all tested on Urban100 [17] SR(×2): (a) Shifting magni-
tudes of PCS; (b) Impact of γ on model performance; (c) Effect of
different sizes of training patches; (d) Convergence comparison of
non-PCS models and PCS-enhanced models.VDSR DRRN†

EDSR(S, PCS) EDSR(L, PCS)EDSR(S) EDSR(L)

Figure 9: The comparison of ERFs [34] between non-PCS and
PCS-enhanced models, and PCS effectively broadens the ERFs.

EDSR(L) EDSR(L, PCS)EDSR(S) EDSR(S, PCS)

HR

Figure 10: LAM [9] analysis for EDSR [30] with the enhancement
of bi-directional shift. The input is img 096 from Urban100 [17]
(SR×4). With more activated pixels, the outputs of EDSR(PCS)
show better spatial coherence and texture consistency.

5. Discussion
Theoretically, it is impractical (H4) and unnecessary

(H1) to exhaust all possible situations in the state space.
However, from the perspective of increasing the receptive
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Figure 11: Qualitative comparisons between SR methods.

field of local inference, we consider several typical con-
straints for applying PCS to SR models, which cover the
main factors (e.g., the proportion of shifted channels, shift-
ing magnitude, the permutation of shifted and unshifted
channels, coverage of the receptive field by the directions
of channel shifting) that are related to the performance and
efficiency of models. As the size of the convolution kernel
directly affects the receptive field of local mapping, to pre-
vent undue expansion of shift pattern possibilities, we only
considered the general settings of 3 × 3. It is worth noting
that the gains offered by PCS diminish as the model scale
increases, as larger-scale models already possess adequate
vast receptive fields. The supplementary material addition-
ally shows the synergies between PCS and attention mecha-
nisms are complex. Besides, as the identity shortcut is cru-
cial to PCS, applying on models without or with few resid-
ual connections is not appropriate (e.g., SRCNN [7], ES-
PCN [41], ECBSR [56]). For our further research, we will
explore the synergies between PCS and Transformer-based
SR architectures, and the design of adaptive PCS strategy.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we present Partial Channel Shifting (PCS)
to enhance SISR networks, which enlarges the effective
receptive field of the convolutional network without any
extra parameters or Flops. Without any bells and whis-
tles, PCS takes the initiative to feed more spatial infor-
mation to the convolutional operation, by locally shifting
a very small portion of feature channels, which is versa-
tile, generic, plug-and-play, and could be applied in vari-
ous architectures. It reveals at the same time that compared
with directly increasing the long-range dependencies, the
enhancement of local feature correlations is also effective in
the SISR task. Further applications of PCS into deep neu-
ral networks improve the state-of-the-art on multiple bench-
marks. Extensive evaluations show that PCS is generic and
a highly effective operation over the present parameters-
extensive methods for accurate image super-resolution.
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